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Guru and Hiziroglu have produced an accessible and user-friendly text on electromagnetics that will appeal to both
students and professors teaching this course. This lively book includes many worked examples and problems in every
chapter, as well as chapter summaries and background revision material where appropriate. The book introduces
undergraduate students to the basic concepts of electrostatic and magnetostatic fields, before moving on to cover
Maxwell's equations, propagation, transmission and radiation. Chapters on the Finite Element and Finite Difference
method, and a detailed appendix on the Smith chart are additional enhancements. MathCad code for many examples in
the book and a comprehensive solutions set are available at www.cambridge.org/9780521830164.
Modern communications technology demands smaller, faster and more efficient circuits. This book reviews the
fundamentals of electromagnetism in passive and active circuit elements, highlighting various effects and potential
problems in designing a new circuit. The author begins with a review of the basics - the origin of resistance, capacitance,
and inductance - then progresses to more advanced topics such as passive device design and layout, resonant circuits,
impedance matching, high-speed switching circuits, and parasitic coupling and isolation techniques. Using examples and
applications in RF and microwave systems, the author describes transmission lines, transformers, and distributed
circuits. State-of-the-art developments in Si based broadband analog, RF, microwave, and mm-wave circuits are
reviewed. With up-to-date results, techniques, practical examples, illustrations and worked examples, this book will be
valuable to advanced undergraduate and graduate students of electrical engineering, and practitioners in the IC design
industry. Further resources for this title are available at www.cambridge.org/9780521853507.
This revision is an update of a classic text that has been the standard electricity and magnetism text for close to 40 years.
The fourth edition contains more worked examples, a new design and new problems.Vector Analysis, Electrostatistics,
Solution of Electrostatic Problems, The Electrostatic Field in Dielectric Media, Microscopic Theory of Dielectrics,
Electrostatic Energy, Electric Current, The Magnetic Field of Steady Currents, Magnetic Properties of Matter, Microscopic
Theory of Magnetism, Electromagnetic Induction, Magnetic Energy, Slowly Varying Currents, Physics of Plasmas,
Electromagnetic Properties of Superconductors, Maxwell's Equations, Propagation of Monochromatic, Monochromatic
Waves in Bounded Regions, Dispersion and Oscillating Fields in Dispersive Media, The Emission of Radiation,
Electrodynamics, The Special Theory of Relativity.Intended for those interested in learning the basics of standard
electricity and magnetism.
Foundations of Robotics presents the fundamental concepts and methodologies for the analysis, design, and control of
robot manipulators. It explains the physical meaning of the concepts and equations used, and it provides, in an intuitively
clear way, the necessary background in kinetics, linear algebra, and control theory. Illustrative examples appear
throughout. The author begins by discussing typical robot manipulator mechanisms and their controllers. He then devotes
three chapters to the analysis of robot manipulator mechanisms. He covers the kinematics of robot manipulators,
describing the motion of manipulator links and objects related to manipulation. A chapter on dynamics includes the
derivation of the dynamic equations of motion, their use for control and simulation and the identification of inertial
parameters. The final chapter develops the concept of manipulability. The second half focuses on the control of robot
manipulators. Various position-control algorithms that guide the manipulator's end effector along a desired trajectory are
described Two typical methods used to control the contact force between the end effector and its environments are
detailed For manipulators with redundant degrees of freedom, a technique to develop control algorithms for active
utilization of the redundancy is described. Appendixes give compact reviews of the function atan2, pseudo inverses,
singular-value decomposition, and Lyapunov stability theory. Tsuneo Yoshikawa teaches in the Division of Applied
Systems Science in Kyoto University's Faculty of Engineering.
This book covers the principles and practices behind the Magnetic Confinement Fusion (MCF) approach to driven new
source of energy. All possible technical methods, including well established theoretical research, as well as findings
tested in an experimental tokamak reactor, are examined in order to determine how to best achieve breakeven via this
pathway to plasma-driven fusion. The author undertakes a life cycle analysis to compare and contrast the efficiency,
environmental impacts, and operating costs of plasma-driven MCF fusion against other forms of energy generation
currently in widespread use. The associated computer code and numerical analysis are included in the book. No prior
knowledge of MCF and no more than basic background in plasma physics is required.
The book presents principles of electron magnetic resonance from a chemist’s point-of-view, covering g-tensor theory,
isotropical hyperfine structure, anisotropical hyperfine structure and fine structure of spectrum, and relaxation theory.
Detailed explanations on quantitative determination of paramagnetic species are given to address readers' difficulties.
Written as a physical chemistry graduate textbook, it is also suitable for industry users.
This book provides students with a thorough theoretical understanding of electromagnetic field equations and it also treats a large number of
applications. The text is a comprehensive two-semester textbook. The work treats most topics in two steps – a short, introductory chapter
followed by a second chapter with in-depth extensive treatment; between 10 to 30 applications per topic; examples and exercises throughout
the book; experiments, problems and summaries. The new edition includes: modifications to about 30-40% of the end of chapter problems; a
new introduction to electromagnetics based on behavior of charges; a new section on units; MATLAB tools for solution of problems and
demonstration of subjects; most chapters include a summary. The book is an undergraduate textbook at the Junior level, intended for
required classes in electromagnetics. It is written in simple terms with all details of derivations included and all steps in solutions listed. It
requires little beyond basic calculus and can be used for self-study. The wealth of examples and alternative explanations makes it very
approachable by students. More than 400 examples and exercises, exercising every topic in the book Includes 600 end-of-chapter problems,
many of them applications or simplified applications Discusses the finite element, finite difference and method of moments in a dedicated
chapter
Multiple senses, like multiple intelligences, are a key to brain variability and therefore human evolution. Besides the traditional five senses
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(vision, olfaction, gustation, audition, and somatosensory), humans can also perceive the body’s own position (the sense of proprioception)
and movement (the vestibular sense). Interoception is the feeling one has about the internal physiological conditions of the entire body.
Additionally there is a sense of intuition, also known as the sixth sense. Despite their best efforts, researchers are still unable to concur in
specifying the nature of the sixth sense; some consider the sense of proprioception as the sixth sense, whereas others prefer to consider that
as a part of interoception. This book will provide a scientific system for the human sixth sense using relevant biophysical and
neurophysiological evidence. The power of “sixth sense” seems to be underestimated, due to difficulties in defining the concept clearly.
According to socioeconomics and neural physics, the sixth sense is that which permits humans to create perception or to enhance the quality
of their perception of events. Roughly speaking, the sixth sense engages a metacognitive process through which prior knowledge and the
information received from other sensory modalities are synergized. It is not restricted to specific arrow of time and type of mind or to the
observer’s body, but it considers all arrows of time (past, present, future), types of mind (conscious and unconscious), and physical bodies
(self and other). However it is expected that the observer has specific biases towards what happens now or would happen in the future and
its relation to himself. Particularly, humans appeal to the sixth sense on the road to achieving success in social competitions and to reduce
uncertainty in complex decision making processes. In addition to evidence linking genetic components to the sixth sense submodalities, there
have been developed strategies for increasing the quality of perceptions provided by the sixth sense. Meditation, through which individuals try
to be detached from the world, increases gamma-band activity and that increased gamma-band activity is found following top-down
processing. Therefore it can be inferred that the detachment from the environment may enhance synchronization of the wave functions in
favor of strengthening the sixth sense. It can serve as the mechanism of enhancement of the sixth sense in those whose sensory systems
are intact, it can also serve as the mechanism of compensation in those who have sensory deficiencies. In the latter case, it in fact
encourages creativity in the use of relatively strong senses. This justifies Beethoven's deafness and his great musical creativity or Bramblitt's
blindness and his enormous capability to paint and many other similar examples. In summary, the present book is divided into five parts. Part
1 (chapters 1-6) provides information about the system of proprioception and its neurophysiology and biophysics. Part 2 (chapters 7-10)
examines the system of interoception. The information provided in these two parts would enable us to move towards the next three parts of
the story, aimed at developing a scientific system of the sixth sense. The first chapter of part 3 begins with concepts and uses them to arrive
at reasonable conclusion that there must be a sense that requires multistep information processing and that is separate from the sense of
proprioception and the sense of interoception. Such sense is commonly known as the sixth sense. However it should be re-numbered
because the sense of proprioception is already known as the sixth sense. The second chapter of this part is to draw neurocircuitry that
innervates the sixth sense in the mind of a man, while the third chapter would address the questions whether the sixth sense system requires
an optimal competence or consciousness of mind to function properly and if so which is the optimal state: conscious or unconscious and
competence or incompetence. In the fourth chapter of this part, we will focus on the self-other mergence as a pivotal step of the sixth sense
system. The next chapter would be of great interest to neurobiologists. It talks about that the human sixth sense of the unseen world, either
the unseen arrow of time or the unseen events, requires creativity and therefore the human sixth sense should be considered a source of
creativity, variability and thus evolution. In the sixth chapter, the sixth sense is viewed as an economic activity stimulated by social
environments. This chapter arisen from the fact that humans are full of enthusiasm to heighten their sixth sense and its accuracy and that
they owe their enthusiasm largely to achieving the best possible profit and in other words to wining intense competitions in their life holds
mainly on the concept of elasticity. Finally this part is finished by an amazing discussion on the art of the sixth sense. The first chapter of part
4 discusses physical theories that support the existence of sixth sense in the universe. The next chapter is to apply the Bayes’ theory to the
sixth sense, leading to the conclusion that the sixth sense improves multisensory integration through optimizing uncertainty of information
received from other sensory modalities. Chapter three in this part would address whether relative timing is applicable to the sixth sense like
other senses. The last part of book aimed at directly discussing the sixth sense into the context of human health and behavior is organized
into four chapters. The first chapter is to discuss neurodevelopmental changes in the sixth sense, while the second and third ones will discuss
that in relation to psychiatric and neurological disorders. The most striking question how much power the sixth sense the sixth sense have
over human health and behavior is addressed in the fourth chapter of this part and final chapter of book, which will be prepared using neural
network models and sophisticated portraits possible for the system of sixth sense.
This invaluable text has been developed to provide students with more background on the applications of electricity and magnetism,
particularly with those topics which relate to current research. For example, waveguides (both metal and dielectric) are discussed more
thoroughly than in most texts because they are an important laboratory tool and important components of modern communications. In a
sense, this book modernizes the topics covered in the typical course on electricity and magnetism. It provides not only solid background for
the student who chooses a field which uses techniques requiring knowledge of electricity and magnetism, but also general background for the
physics major.
Foundations of Electromagnetic TheoryPearson Education IndiaFoundations of electromagnetic theoryFoundations of Electromagnetic
TheoryFoundations of Electromagnetic TheoryAddison-Wesley
This new volume will help materials scientists and engineers fully comprehend the principles of optics and optical phenomena and effectively
utilize them for the design and fabrication of optical materials and devices. Materials science is an interdisciplinary field at the intersection of
various fields, such as metallurgy, ceramics, solid-state physics, chemistry, chemical engineering, and mechanical engineering. Thus, many
physicists, chemists, and engineers also work in materials science. Many materials scientists generally do not have a strong background in
optics, and this book aims to fill that gap. The volume explains the fundamentals of optics legibly to nonspecialists and presents theoretical
treatments for a variety of optical phenomena resulting from light-matter interactions. It covers thin film optics, interference lithography, and
metal plasmonics as practical applications of optics for materials research. Each chapter of the book has a problem and reference section to
facilitate the reader’s understanding. The book is aimed at assisting materials scientists and engineers who must be aware of optics and
optical phenomena. This book will also be useful as a textbook for students in materials science, physics, chemistry, and engineering
throughout their undergraduate and early graduate years.
In questions of science, the authority of a thousand is not worth the humble reasoning of a single individual. Galileo Galilei, physicist and
astronomer (1564-1642) This book is a second edition of “Classical Electromagnetic Theory” which derived from a set of lecture notes
compiled over a number of years of teaching elect- magnetic theory to fourth year physics and electrical engineering students. These
students had a previous exposure to electricity and magnetism, and the material from the ?rst four and a half chapters was presented as a
review. I believe that the book makes a reasonable transition between the many excellent elementary books such as Gri?th’s Introduction to
Electrodynamics and the obviously graduate level books such as Jackson’s Classical Electrodynamics or Landau and Lifshitz’ Electdynamics of Continuous Media. If the students have had a previous exposure to Electromagnetictheory,
allthematerialcanbereasonablycoveredintwosemesters. Neophytes should probable spend a semester on the ?rst four or ?ve chapters as well
as, depending on their mathematical background, the Appendices B to F. For a shorter or more elementary course, the material on spherical
waves, waveguides, and waves in anisotropic media may be omitted without loss of continuity.
New edition of a classic textbook, introducing students to electricity and magnetism, featuring SI units and additional examples and problems.
This book is a must-have for anyone serious about rendering in real time. With the announcement of new ray tracing APIs and hardware to
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support them, developers can easily create real-time applications with ray tracing as a core component. As ray tracing on the GPU becomes
faster, it will play a more central role in real-time rendering. Ray Tracing Gems provides key building blocks for developers of games,
architectural applications, visualizations, and more. Experts in rendering share their knowledge by explaining everything from nitty-gritty
techniques that will improve any ray tracer to mastery of the new capabilities of current and future hardware. What you'll learn: The latest ray
tracing techniques for developing real-time applications in multiple domains Guidance, advice, and best practices for rendering applications
with Microsoft DirectX Raytracing (DXR) How to implement high-performance graphics for interactive visualizations, games, simulations, and
more Who this book is for:Developers who are looking to leverage the latest APIs and GPU technology for real-time rendering and ray tracing
Students looking to learn about best practices in these areas Enthusiasts who want to understand and experiment with their new GPUs
Come on a journey to discover an ancient lost city that could tell us about our Austronesian ancestors. Learn about their amazing art, and see
how that leads us to an understanding of their inspirational genius. When we recognize the Austronesian Art and Genius, we will begin to see
it everywhere...even in ourselves
After a brief introduction into the theory of electromagnetic fields and the definition of the field quantities the book teaches the analytical
solution methods of Maxwell’s equations by means of several characteristic examples. The focus is on static and stationary electric and
magnetic fields, quasi stationary fields, and electromagnetic waves. For a deeper understanding, the many depicted field patterns are very
helpful. The book offers a collection of problems and solutions which enable the reader to understand and to apply Maxwell’s theory for a
broad class of problems including classical static problems right up to waveguide eigenvalue problems.
The 1988 Nobel Prize winner establishes the subject's mathematical background, reviews the principles of electrostatics, then introduces
Einstein's special theory of relativity and applies it to topics throughout the book.
An advanced overview of the fundamental physical principles underlying all engineering disciplines, with end-of-chapter problems and
practical real-world applications.
An engaging writing style and a strong focus on the physics make this graduate-level textbook a must-have for electromagnetism students.
Intended to serve as a textbook for honours and postgraduate students of physics, this book provides a comprehensive introduction to the
fundamental concepts, mathematical formalism and methodology of quantum mechanics.
This book discusses innovations in the field of Directed Energy (DE) and presents new technologies and innovative approaches for use in
energy production for possible Underwater Communication, Directed Energy Weapons Applications and at lower wave energy for Medical
Applications as well. In-depth chapters explore the challenges related to the study of energy produced from Scalar Longitudinal Wave (SLW).
Topics related to Scalar Longitudinal Waves (SLW) and their various applications in the energy, medical, and military sector are discussed
along with principles of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) and theory, weapon applications of SLW, as well as SLW driven propulsion via an
all-electronic engine, and for underwater communications. Scalar Wave Driven Energy Applications offers a unique solution for students,
researchers, and engineers seeking a viable alternative to traditional approaches for energy production.
Co-published with Oxford University Press. This highly technical and thought-provoking book stresses the development of mathematical
foundations for the application of the electromagnetic model to problems of research and technology. Features include in-depth coverage of
linear spaces, Green's functions, spectral expansions, electromagnetic source representations, and electromagnetic boundary value
problems. This book will be of interest graduate-level students in engineering, electromagnetics, physics, and applied mathematics as well as
to research engineers, physicists, and scientists.
Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) is a rapidly developing field that has seen tremendous progress over the past 15 years. The development of
GPR spans aspects of geophysical science, technology, and a wide range of scientific and engineering applications. It is the breadth of
applications that has made GPR such a valuable tool in the geophysical consulting and geotechnical engineering industries, has lead to its
rapid development, and inspired new areas of research in academia. The topic of GPR has gone from not even being mentioned in
geophysical texts ten years ago to being the focus of hundreds of research papers and special issues of journals dedicated to the topic. The
explosion of primary literature devoted to GPR technology, theory and applications, has lead to a strong demand for an up-to-date synthesis
and overview of this rapidly developing field. Because there are specifics in the utilization of GPR for different applications, a review of the
current state of development of the applications along with the fundamental theory is required. This book will provide sufficient detail to allow
both practitioners and newcomers to the area of GPR to use it as a handbook and primary research reference. *Review of GPR theory and
applications by leaders in the field *Up-to-date information and references *Effective handbook and primary research reference for both
experienced practitioners and newcomers
Statistical Mechanics discusses the fundamental concepts involved in understanding the physical properties of matter in bulk on the basis of
the dynamical behavior of its microscopic constituents. The book emphasizes the equilibrium states of physical systems. The text first details
the statistical basis of thermodynamics, and then proceeds to discussing the elements of ensemble theory. The next two chapters cover the
canonical and grand canonical ensemble. Chapter 5 deals with the formulation of quantum statistics, while Chapter 6 talks about the theory of
simple gases. Chapters 7 and 8 examine the ideal Bose and Fermi systems. In the next three chapters, the book covers the statistical
mechanics of interacting systems, which includes the method of cluster expansions, pseudopotentials, and quantized fields. Chapter 12
discusses the theory of phase transitions, while Chapter 13 discusses fluctuations. The book will be of great use to researchers and
practitioners from wide array of disciplines, such as physics, chemistry, and engineering.
A revision of the defining book covering the physics and classical mathematics necessary to understand electromagnetic fields in materials
and at surfaces and interfaces. The third edition has been revised to address the changes in emphasis and applications that have occurred in
the past twenty years.
A self-contained introduction to general relativity that is based on the homogeneity and isotropy of the local universe. Emphasis is placed on
estimations of the densities of matter and vacuum energy, and on investigations of the primordial density fluctuations and the nature of dark
matter.
Foundations of Applied Electrodynamics takes a fresh look at the essential concepts and methods of electrodynamics as a whole, uniting the
most relevant contemporary topics under a common mathematical framework. It contains clear explanations of high-level concepts as well as
the mutual relationships between the essential ideas of electromagnetic theory. Starting with the fundamentals of electrodynamics, it
methodically covers a wide spectrum of research and applications that stem from electromagnetic phenomena, before concluding with more
advanced topics such as quantum mechanics. Includes new advances and methodologies in applied electrodynamics, and provides the
whole picture of the theory of electrodynamics in most active areas of engineering applications Systematically deals with eigenvalue
problems, integral equation formulations and transient phenomena in various areas of applied electrodynamics Introduces the complete
theory of spherical vector wave functions, and presents the upper bounds of the product of gain and bandwidth for an arbitrary antenna
Presents the field approach to multiple antenna system, which provides a theoretical tool for the prediction of channel models of MIMO, and is
also the basis of wireless power transmission system One of the first books on electromagnetics that contains the general theory of relativity,
which is needed in the design of mobile systems such as global positioning system (GPS) By summarising both engineering and theoretical
electromagnetism in one volume, this book is an essential reference for practicing engineers, as well as a guide for those who wish to
advance their analytical techniques for studying applied electrodynamics.
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Electrostatics - Magnetostatic field and quasi-stationary electromagnetic fields - Circuit analysis - Electromagnetic waves - Relativity, particlefield interactions.
This book consists of two parts. Part A (Chapters 1-3) is an introduction to the physics of conducting solids, while Part B (Chapters 4-10) is an
introduction to the theory of electromagnetic fields and waves. The book is intended to introduce the student to classical electrodynamics and,
at the same time, to explain in simple terms the quantum theory of conducting substances – in particular, the solid ones. Excessive
mathematical proof is avoided as much as possible, in favor of pedagogical efficiency at an introductory level. The theory of vector fields is
briefly discussed in a separate chapter, helping the student cope with the mathematical challenges of Maxwell's theory. The book serves as a
primary source for a sophomore-level electromagnetics course in an electronics-oriented engineering program, but it can also be used as a
secondary (tutorial) source for an intermediate-level course in electrodynamics for physicists and engineers. The content is based on the
author’s lecture notes for his sophomore-level Physics course at the Hellenic Naval Academy.
Based on familiar circuit theory and basic physics, this book serves as an invaluable reference for both analog and digital engineers alike. For
those who work with analog RF, this book is a must-have resource. With computers and networking equipment of the 21st century running at
such high frequencies, it is now crucial for digital designers to understand electromagnetic fields, radiation and transmission lines. This
knowledge is necessary for maintaining signal integrity and achieving EMC compliance. Since many digital designers are lacking in analog
design skills, let alone electromagnetics, an easy-to-read but informative book on electromagnetic topics should be considered a welcome
addition to their professional libraries. Covers topics using conceptual explanations and over 150 lucid figures, in place of complex
mathematics Demystifies antennas, waveguides, and transmission line phenomena Provides the foundation necessary to thoroughly
understand signal integrity issues associated with high-speed digital design
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